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which I have said enough in a former letter. A genius surmount defects in both. If there is art in Othello i Macbeth, it seems to have been by chance; for Shake-are certainly took no pains to adjust a plan, and in his ;oric plays seems to have turned Hollinshed and Stowe ) verse and scenes as fast as he could write—though ry now and then his divine genius flashed upon par-ilar scenes and made them immortal; as in his King John, ere nature itself has stamped the scenes of Constance, ;hur, and Hubert with her own impression, though the b is as defective as possible. He seems to recall the hometan idea of lunatics, who are sometimes inspired, mer changelings. Yet what signifies all his rubbish? has scenes, and even speeches, that are infinitely superior all the correct elegance of Eacine. I had rather have itten the two speeches of Lady Percy, in the second part Henry IV*, than all Voltaire, though I admire the latter initely, especially in Alzire, Mahomet, and Semiramis. leed, when I think over all the great authors of the seks, Romans, Italians, French, and English (and I know other languages), I set Shakespeare first and alone, and n begin anew.
Well, Sir, I give up Shakespeare's dramas; and yet »fer him to every man. Why ? For his exquisite know-ge of the passions and nature; for his simplicity too, ich he possesses too when most natural, Dr. Johnson rs he is bombast whenever he attempts to be sublime : b this is never true but when he aims at sublimity in the session; the glaring fault of Johnson himself.—But as iplicity is the grace of sublime, who possesses it like akespeare ? Is not the
' Him, wondrous Him !'5
< Act II, So. 8.	B ' And him, 0 wondrous Mm!'

